Exact analytical solutions are found to describe f plane time-dependent, elliptical warm-core rings where the interface intersects the surface along the periphery. The space variables can be eliminated to reduce the problem to a system of differential equations in time. The motion of the center of mass is resolved and subtracted. Small departures from circular shape have three intrinsic frequencies' two are inertial and superinertial, while the third is a low-frequency mode that corresponds to a slow rotation of the elliptical eddy without change in shape. An exact solution for steadily rotating elliptical eddies of finite eccentricity (named Rodons) is also found and discussed. Comparison with elliptical warm-core Gulf Stream rings shows that this low-frequency mode may explain their clockwise rotation. The solution also shows the existence of a periodically reversing deformation field that, combined with a reasonable amount of mixing, would result in an efficient homogenization of the water contained in the ring. An exact solution that corresponds to the pulsation of a circular eddy has also been found.
INTRODUCTION
Warm-core rings shed by the Gulf Stream are now well documented [e.g., Csanady, 1979; . They are clockwise rotating, high-pressure centers bound underneath by a strong thermocline that rises around the warm-water pool and reaches the surface, forming a front along the ring's periphery. This edge is often elliptical [e.g., Brown et al., 1984] . Other warm-core rings in the world ocean (Loop Current rings and warm rings observed south of the Kuroshio) also display a tendency to have an elliptical edge [Kirwan et al.. 1984; Kitano, 1974] . Mied et al. [1983] described in detail an elongated cold-core ring. The ellipticity is probably a result of nonaxisymmetric birthing conditions and subsequent shear during the eddy's life [Nof, 1984] or inherent instability [Saunders, 1973; Griffiths and Linden, 1981; Mied et al., 1983] . The noted absence of elongated elliptical rings suggests that high eccentricities lead to instability and self destruction such that only quite circular rings can survive. The excellent satellite coverage of the slope water region northwest of the Gulf Stream that exists today [e.g., Evans et al., 1984] shows that a typical eccentricity is 80% and that such a typical warm-core ring rotates clockwise at a rate of about 9 ø per day. For cold-core Gulf Stream rings, Spence and Le•Ieckis [1981] report counterclockwise rotations of about 22 ø per day.
So far, theoretical oceanographers have proposed very few models of warm-core rings surrounded by an interface that extends to the surface, forming a containing front. Calculations on an f plane, based on the assumptions of uniform potential vorticity and circular shape, have been presented by Csanady [1979] and Flierl [1979] . Such circular rings are steady. Nof[1981 Nof[ , 1983 used an integration method to study Copyright 1985 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 5C0244. 0148-0227/85/005C-0244505.00 the westward drift induced by the beta effect without having to resolve the eddy's internal structure. His results were somewhat extended by Killworth [!983 ], who showed that the beta-effect correction to an otherwise f plane circular eddy is a meridional shift that almost preserves the circular shape and that stability is ensured. Very recently, Nof [1985] discussed the ellipticity induced by the presence of a mean shear in the particular circumstance when a steady equilibrium is reached between shear and ellipticity.
Besides the available observations, there is no study discussing the time-dependent behavior of elliptical eddies. The reason probably resides in the fact that a surfacing interface precludes the use of any quasi-geostrophic model and severely complicates the use of numerical models. lkeda [1981] presented a stability analysis of a two-layer Gaussian eddy but resorted to a quasi-geostrophic model. This limitation prevents applicability to intense structures such as Gulf Stream rings. The particular analytical solution presented here is proposed in order to remedy partly the present lack of theoretical support at a time when the increased satellite coverage encourages new theories.
By contrast, in the absence of rotation and stratification there exists an old exact analytical solution that represents the steady rotation of an elliptical patch of uniform vorticity. It is known as Kirchhoff's vortex [Kirchhoff, 1876; Hill, 1884; Lamb, 1932] . Its stability has been investigated by Love [1893] , who stated that if ,the ratio of the major to the minor axes is more than three the vortex is unstable to infinitesimal perturbations. It would be very helpful if a corresponding result could be obtained for elliptical warm-core rings. Because of mathematical complications, such stability study has not been included in the present work.
In two classic papers, Ball [1963 Ball [ , 1965 studied the motion of a homogeneous fluid contained in an elliptic paraboloid. His aim was the investigation of oscillatory modes in shallow basins, as these modes can influence tidal motions in seas and 11,756 lakes. Although the present problem is directed toward upperocean eddies, equations are identical (gravity becoming reduced gravity, the topography effect being set to zero), and some mathematical developments are similar. The two solutions of the complete nonlinear problem that are presented in section 4 are new and were not known to Ball.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the method of solution, which by eliminating the spatial dependence, reduces the problem to a set of coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations in time. The motion of the eddy's center is resolved and eliminated from the system. Then, equilibrium solutions are isolated, and numerical solutions of the nonlinear system of ordinary differential equations are presented. These solutions help identify the various modes of oscillation. Section 3 treats the behavior of small departures from circular shape. This study isolates the possible modes and shows that one mode among three has a low-frequency character that may correspond to the observed slow, clockwise rotation of warm-core rings. Based on the numerical resuits of section 2 and the linearized solution of section 3, section 4 is devoted to two distinct completely nonlinear solutions, namely a uniformly rotating ellipse and a pulsating circle. Section 5 pursues the study of this mode by comparing analytical results and observations. Section 6 concludes the work and calls for a stability study of time-dependent elliptical eddies. An appendix discusses the invariant properties.
EQUATIONS AND SOLUTION OF SPATIAL STRUCTURE

2a. Removal of Spatial Dependence
A reduced-gravity model (only upper layer of fluid in motion) is the simplest model that can allow interface surfacing. Despite its restricted vertical representation, it has the advantage of combining adequate horizontal description with simple equations. For instance, most stability studies of frontal systems are based on the reduced-gravity model [Stern, 1980; Stern et al., 1982; Griffiths et al., 1982; Paldot, 1983a, b] , and the few models of warm-core rings mentioned in the introduction are also constructed with a reduced-gravity formalism. The governing equations on an f-plane are, after scaling, ut + uu,, + vuy --v = --h,,
v t + uv,, + vvy + u = -hy (lb)
where the upper-layer depth h has been scaled by a reference depth H (say the maximum depth at some specified time); the velocity components u and v by the gravity wave speed (g'H) •/2, where g' is the reduced gravity; the coordinates x and y by the radius of deformation (g'H)•/2/f, where f is the constant Coriolis parameter; and the time t by the inertial time 1If It is noted that with this scaling all terms in the momentum and continuity equations are potentially of the same order of magnitude, and the motion is ageostrophic. The eddy region is defined where h is positive and its edge as the closed curve where h(x, y, t)= 0. Namely, the focus is on lenslike eddies embedded in a resting ocean. A key to the method of solution is to realize that both the kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions to be imposed along the edge are always automatically satisfied. Indeed, the kinematic condition that stipulates that a particle on the edge remains on the edge at all times is readily met by ( 
At this stage the spatial structure of the eddy has been solved, and only the time dependence of the problem remains. The most general solution to the above set of equations has not been found, and the focus is placed on several particular solutions. The present paper presents the equilibrium solutions (subsection 2c), the solutions corresponding to small elliptical departures from a circular eddy (section 3), two distinct exact nonlinear solutions (section 4), as well as some numerical solutions (subsection 2d).
2b. General Properties and Motion of Center of Mass
Among these 12 equations, the first seven make a subset of equations for U•, V•, U2, V2, A, B, and C that can be solved first. Once these variables are known, the next four equations can be solved for Uo, Vo, D, and E, and when these variables are known, the last equation will provide F. From 
2c. Equilibrium Solutions
With the aid of these prerequisites, one now turns to the steady solutions of system (4) to (10) 
where L is half its width. It is worth noting that these two equilibrium states are the two extreme elliptical configurations.
2d. Numerical Solutions
Before isolating some particular analytical solutions in the next two sections, it is interesting to present some numerical solutions of the complete nonlinear system. These will shed some light of the various possible behaviors that an elliptical eddy can exhibit. Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the eddy's elliptical edge at regular time intervals. The initial conditions correspond to the circular solution (17) with W = 1/3, on which is superimposed a degree of ellipticity. The evolution shows a tendency of the eddy to rotate clockwise with two added oscillations. The shape oscillates between an ellipse of some maximum eccentricity and a circle, and the area pulsates as the eddy successively expands and contracts. The evolution time scale is clearly on the order of the inertial period (2• for the present time scaling).
McCalpin [1984] performed numerical experiments on cyclonic, cold-core rings with Gaussian radial structure. After decomposition into azimuthal modes, his results showed that these modes are rotating counterclockwise (as can be expected in a cyclonic context where the swirl motion is also counterclockwise) and that there is a definite trend toward energy leaving the higher azimuthal modes to return to the basic, circular state. In particular an elliptical eddy shows the tendency of becoming irrevocably circular. crests of azimuthal heterogeneities. This is only a conjecture, but were it proven to be correct, the conclusion would be that edge effects, absent from the present analysis, can be quite important.
SMALL DEPARTURES FROM CIRCULAR SHAPE
The last section showed that, after the elimination of spatial dependence, the problem is reduced to a set of coupled, nonlinear, ordinary differential equations ((14)-(15)) that cannot be solved analytically in their generality. Besides the numerical time integration of the preceding section, another approach remains linearization about a known simple solution. This section studies the behavior of small elliptical departures from the known steady, circular solution (17). This equilibrium state is quite close to the structure of actual rings. Observations made during the 1960's and 1970's suggest that the maximum swirl speed occurs near the edge [see Csanady, 1979, p. 779] , as is the case of (17). More recent observations suggest that the ring contains a core with a linearly distributed orbital velocity and an outer layer with a decaying speed. Namely, it appears that, although the velocity peaks at some distance from the edge, most of the fluid contained in the ring rotates in a solid body rotation as stated by (17).
Noting by lowercase letters the infinitesimal perturbations from the equilibrium circular solution (17) 
The frequencies are all real, and these two modes, too, are stable. A plot of the three nonzero modal frequencies is presented on Figure 2 . From this figure it is evident that one frequency is subinertial (minus sign in brackets of (28)) and one frequency is superinertial (plus sign in brackets of (28)). But what is more important to note is that in the limit of a wide eddy compared to the radius of deformation (small W), the subinertial frequency is very low. The asymptotic expression obtained from (28), 
Two EXACT NONLINEAR SOLUTIONS
The previous numerical (subsection 2c) and asymptotic (section 3) solutions suggest that clockwise rotation and pulsation are two intrinsic modes that a lenslike eddy can undergo, and one wonders whether solutions to the nonlinear equations that exhibit these tendencies can also be constructed. The purpose of this section is to present two such solutions: one corresponds to a steady clockwise rotation of an unchanging elliptical eddy, while the other corresponds to a pulsating circular eddy. These solutions cannot be superimposed in the nonlinear context, but they are new exact analytical solutions to the nonlinear shallow-water equations. In the numerical experiment exposed in subsection 2d these modes of oscillations are present and interacting. Physically, the oscillations take place as follows. When the eddy is small and deep the azimuthal velocity is too rapid to maintain a geostrophic balance with the sloping interface, and centrifugal forces expand the eddy, which by conservation of mass becomes shallower. A state of equilibrium between azimuthal velocity and interfacial slope is reached and overshot, for the radial velocity is still directly outward. An extreme state of a large and shallow eddy is reached where now the disbalance of geostrophy induces contraction of the eddy. Again, the geostrophic equilibrium is overshot, and the eddy becomes too small and deep. Then the cycle repeats.
APPLICATION TO GULF STREAM RINGS
In this section an attempt is made to apply the present model to warm-core rings observed north of the Gulf Stream. Although a detailed quantitative comparison is not possible in view of the model assumptions and simplifications, the theory predicts correctly the overall behavior of elliptical anticyclonic rings.
As already pointed out, the observed ellipticity is probably a result of environmental shear [Nof, 1985] . But regardless of the generation mechanism, the model suggests that when an elliptical ring is placed in a resting ocean it cannot remain still and must rotate clockwise. That is to say, once the ellipticity generation mechanism, such as the shear, is relaxed, the ellipse orientation is no longer fixed, and the ring cannot reach any balanced state unless it starts rotating.
To apply the theory to actual rings, we proceed as follows. First, in view of the observations discussed by Csanady [1979] and Joyce [1984] It is now recalled that the rotation rate of the eddy as a whole is a function of a single variable, namely, the ratio of the eddy radius to the deformation radius. The typical numbers listed in (40) provide a ratio of 3.7. It is worth noting that this value is consistent with the internal ring structure discussed by . For this ratio the theory (see Kirwan et al. [1984] inferred properties of a warm-core ring in the western portion of the Gulf of Mexico from three drifter trajectories and a kinematic model. The eddy was elongated for most of the 3 months during which data were analyzed. However, this ellipticity is very likely the product of a controlled situation (the eddy was hugging the western boundary for most of the three months) rather than the signature of a free evolution following a nonradially symmetric initial state. In particular the eddy maintained an approximate east-west orientation during the 3-month period, with very slow rotation (1 ø or 2 ø per day) alternatively clockwise and counterclockwise. The present theory applies only to isolated eddies and cannot account for these observations. Their interpretation probably lies in topographic control or ambiant-shear effect [Nof, 1984] .
CONCLUSIONS
The f plane, reduced-gravity system of equations admits exact solutions with height and velocity fields respectively quadratic and linear in space. With the implementation of such particular profiles the spatial structure is removed, and the problem reduces to a set of nonlinear, coupled, ordinary differential equations where time is the only variable. This reduced problem has basic properties. First, since the reducedgravity governing equations can always be scaled such that all coefficients are unity, there is no free parameter, and no bifurcation is expected among regimes. Second, there are a sufficient number of invariants (mass, angular momentum, potential vorticity and energy) to ensure integrability, and no chaotic behavior is expected. Finally, the motion of the center of mass is an inertial circular trajectory that can be easily subtracted from the system. All these properties greatly simplify the analysis.
The system of ordinary differential equations in time is exploited in a deductive approach. First, two possible equilibria are isolated: a steady circular eddy (zero eccentricity) and a rectilinear band of warm water (maximum eccentricity). Then, small elliptical departures from circular equilibrium are investigated, and three modes are identified. One mode is a circular pulsation at the inertial frequency, while the other two correspond to steady clockwise rotation of an unchanging elliptical eddy with either a subinertial or superinertial frequency. In particular the subinertial mode has a frequency that decays rapidly with increasing eddy radius. Since observed rotation of elliptical anticyclonic rings is also clockwise and subinertial, this mode may be the plausible mechanism that can explain observations. To test this agreement more thoroughly, the rotating elliptical eddy solution is extended from small to finite eccentricity, and detailed comparisons with observations are made. The westwai'd drift induced by the beta effect should also be investigated. At a length scale comparable to the deformation radius as for the present solution, the beta term is a small perturbation. An expansion theory could answer the question of combined clockwise rotation and preferential westward translation. In a reduced-gravity model (no lower-layer motion) with a finite area of fluid in motion, Rossby-wave dispersion is excluded. To study dispersion processes, an expanded theory could include both beta effects and lower-layer motion that extends to infinity.
Besides
The solutions presented in this paper cannot, unfortunately, be extended to cold-core, cyclonic rings. Either the upper, moving layer extends to infinity, leaving an open area where the lower layer is in contact with the surface, and quadratic depth profiles in x and y are inappropriate, or the cold-core ring is modeled as a mid-water lens of a three-layer system, generating motion in at least the uppermost layer, and two moving layers have to be resolved. Finally, it is noted that the analytical solutions described in the present paper can be used to assess the accuracy of nonlinear numerical models.
APPENDIX' Tim INVARIANTS
The inviscid model (la-c) conserves volume, angular momentum, potential vorticity, and energy, arid it is interesting to see which form these invariant properties take for the particular solution exposed above. First, it is noted that 
